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Abstract—It is a hot topic to combine visual perception 
principles in video encoding. A fast algorithm for region of 
interest (ROI) detection based on human visual system 
(HVS) and coding information is proposed in this paper. 
Low-level coding information is employed as the 
characteristics of visual perception analysis in order to 
avoid a large amount of computation for visual perception 
characteristics analysis processing. Then, video ROI 
detection is carried out in temporal domain and spatial 
domain respectively. Last, combine the two domains 
saliency detection results to mark the video ROI level. The 
simulation results validate that the proposed algorithm by 
means of fast motion vector (MV) noise filtering and 
translational MV checking procedure, then realize fast 
visual perception characteristics analysis and ROI detection 
effectively.  
 
 
Index Terms—region of interest (ROI), visual perception 
characteristics, temporal and spatial domain, motion vector 
(MV) 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

With the development of multimedia information 
processing and communication technologies, video 
encoding has broad application prospects in information 
processing, national defense, research & education, 
medical treatment, aerospace engineering and other fields, 
and become one of hotspots for multimedia information 
processing technology. In order to obtain video codec 
with low complexity, high quality and high compression 
ratio, the fast encoding technology based on the new 
generation of video coding standard H.264/AVC has been 
developing rapidly since it was jointly released by ITU-T 
and ISO/IEC[1]. 

Exiting research show that HVS is sensitive to the 
video scene perception and assign different visual 
importance to different regions [2][3]. One of the key 
steps based on HVS video encoding is the calculation of 

ROI according to the visual perception characteristics 
[4][5]. Up till now, many researches have carried out 
research work on ROI. Moving zone detection technique 
for pixel precision is able to detect the moving 
foreground area, but its complexity in calculation makes 
it not applicable in instant encoding [6]. Liu Y et al [7] 
came up with algorithms for video sequences with large 
scale global motion and complicated background texture 
separately, yet their detection performance is far from 
satisfaction. Liu Z et al,[8] and Babu et al [9] proposed to 
carry out moving zone detection in compressed domain, 
separately. However, such algorithms mainly employ MV 
information, therefore, making it even not applicable in 
effective detection on moving object in global motion 
zone. 

Encoding technique based on HVS mentioned above 
faced a common problem to handle non-motion region 
with equal visual importance in visual encoding progress. 
However, human eyes have different attention and 
sensitivity for different regions. Therefore, it is a problem 
requiring further study to take into consideration of the 
effect of different spatial visual characteristics region on 
HVS when obtaining temporal visual characteristics 
region, in order to design low-complexity, instant and 
effective analysis and detection algorithm for video ROI. 

A fast video ROI detection algorithm based on low-
level encoding information and HVS is proposed in this 
paper. In order to simplify the visual perception analysis 
progress, this algorithm correlates the encoding 
information in video bit-stream with the visual perception 
characteristics together. The spatial and temporal saliency 
detection are carried out by means of MV, prediction 
modes and other auxiliary coding information, which 
save amount of computing time in feature extraction for 
ROI detection. Because of almost no additional 
computation is increased to the video codec, the ROI 
detection computation complexity is lower compared 
with other existing algorithms. The detection results are 
satisfied among the compared algorithms. So the 
proposed algorithm reaches the balance between the 
saliency detection accuracy and computational 
complexity. 
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This paper is organized as follows: Section II analysis 
the relationship between coding information and the 
spatio-temporal characteristics of visual perception. 
Section Ⅲ provides an overview of the proposed 
framework and describes in detail each one of its 
subsystems. Section IV focuses on the evaluation of the 
proposed algorithm, and conclusions are given in the last 
part. 

II. SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL CHARACTERISTICS ANALYSIS 
OF VISUAL PERCEPTION 

As we known, HVS has different perception sensitivity 
to visual scenes. Spatial contrast is the most basic visual 
processing mechanism in HVS.  

HVS usually assigns higher importance to figures in 
foreground and moving object. For example, in 
H.264/AVC, I-frame encoding mainly select Intra 4×4 
prediction mode. Foreground motion details are normally 
processed using P-frame with sub-block prediction mode 
collection Inter 8 set {8×8, 8×4, 4×8, 4×4}. As HVS is 
relatively non-sensitive to smooth background region, 
therefore, it is processed using Intra 16×16 prediction 
mode in I-frame encoding and macro block prediction 
mode collection Inter 16 set {Skip, 16×16, 16×8, 8×16} 
in P-frame encoding. 

   
(a) I frame encoding           (b) P frame encoding 

Figure 1.  Relationship between prediction modes with visual attention 

As shown in Fig.1, it can be find that the high 
consistency between prediction mode decision results and 
visual attention. Therefore, the prediction mode can be 
regarded as spatial characteristics of visual perception 
analysis. 

Besides spatial contrast, motion perception is one of 
the most important visual processing mechanisms. The 
visual information related to temporal motion would 
generate stronger response in HVS.  

According to the relative relation between background 
and foreground, it can be discussed in the following two 
types. 

• Moving foreground under static background  

   
                          (a) Silent                                  (b) Paris 

Figure 2.  Relationship between motion vectors with visual attention 
under static background 

As shown in Fig.2, HVS pay more attention to the 
moving regions, such as head and shoulder area, face, 
arms and etc. Those regions are in the ROI with relative 
larger MV value. Non-ROI regions with relative smaller 
MV value or zero MV usually belong to the static 
background which could only arouse low attention of 
HVS. 

As relatively high consistency exists between MV 
value and visual attention characteristic, MV can be 
regarded as temporal characteristics of visual perception 
analysis in this type. 

• Translational motion foreground under moving 
background  

In the practical application, due to the moving of the 
camera, amount of non-zero MV appeared in both the 
foreground and background at the same time. As shown 
in Fig.3, in Bus video sequence, the horizontal 
displacement of camera causes obvious MV along the 
road side and the parked car, while HVS tend to track the 
moving bus. The similar situation also occurred in the 
Coastguard video sequence. The horizontal displacement 
of camera causes obvious MV along the water surface 
and the shore. However, HVS is only interested in the 
moving vessels.  

   
                      (a) Bus                             (b) Coastguard   

Figure 3.  Relationship between motion vectors with visual attention 
under translation background 

Under these conditions, only on the basis of MV value 
does not agree with the visual attention. As a result, 
corresponding MV detection mechanism needs to be 
formulated as well in order to remove the interference 
caused by errors which are generated due to horizontal 
movement. 

III. DETECTION VISUAL ROI 

In the proposed visual ROI detection algorithm, the 
complexity of processing procedure will be controlled 
strictly. Otherwise it will influence the real-time 
performance of the saliency detection algorithm. The 
response intensity of temporal motion visual information 
is larger compared with that of spatial motion visual 
information caused by HVS [10]. In this paper, the 
temporal visual characteristics region detection is 
performed firstly, followed by detection in the spatial 
visual characteristics region.  

In order to improve the temporal detection accuracy, 
the MV noise filtering and the attenuating translation MV 
interference error should be done. 

A. Detection Temporal Visual Significance Region 
In theory, there are no relative movements in the 

background region, so it should produce zero MV in 
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static background. However in reality, non-zero MV 
noise would be generated randomly due to external 
change of illumination and internal change of video 
encoding parameters. As a result, MV detection 
mechanism should be done to filter out the interference of 
MV noise. 

• Main idea of filtering MV noise 
There exist strong motion continuity and relativity of 

the moving object in a video sequence. If sv is generated 

in the current encoding block ),( yxs , there is a high 
probability that a MV with similar direction and value 
exists in the reference region rrC  of the corresponding 
position block in the previous frame. If no MV exists 
in rrC , sv  should be treated as MV noise and would be 
filtered out. 

 
Figure 4.  Schematic diagram of reference region and the current MV 

According to the direction of  sv  (horizontal, vertical 

and oblique motion),   rrC is determined as follows: 

• rrC with horizontal motion 

 

Figure 5.  Schematic diagram of rrC with horizontal motion 

As shown in Fig.5, take horizontal motion toward  the 
right direction of sv as example, in the previous reference 

frame 1−tF  find MB-1, which has the same position 

coordinate with the current encoding MB signed ),( yxc .  

Firstly, take MB-1 as the starting point, then perform 
horizontal motion of ci  macro blocks in the opposite 

direction of sv  and get MB-2 signed ),( ciyxc − .  
Secondly, centered at MB-2, make vertical extension 

of ci  macro blocks both upwards and downwards to 
obtain two vertical vertices: MB-3 signed 

),( cc iyixc −−   and  MB-4 signed ),( cc iyixc −+ . 
Last, determine the rectangular reference region  

① rrC designated surrounded by four macro blocks 
which are MB-3, MB-4, MB-5 and MB-6. 

If sv  is horizontal motion toward  the left direction, 
use the same method to determine the rectangular 
reference region  ② rrC  designated surrounded by four 
macro blocks which are MB-5, MB-6, MB-7 and MB-8. 

In the above description, the position coordinates of 
MB-3 to MB-8 are given is TableⅠ. 

TABLE I.   
THE POSITION COORDINATES OF VERTEX MACRO-BLOCK WITH 

HORIZONTAL MOTION 

macro blocks position coordinates 

MB-3 ),( cc iyixc −−
MB-4 ),( cc iyixc −+
MB-5 ),( yixc c+  

MB-6 ),( yixc c−  

MB-7 ),( cc iyixc +−
MB-8 ),( cc iyixc ++

 
In Table Ⅰ, ci is defined as formula (1): 

   ⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
+= 1

s

sx
c w

v
i                        (1) 

sxv  is the MV magnitude of the horizontal 

direction sv . sw is the width of the current coding 

block. [ ]⋅  represent the round numbers calculation.  

• rrC with vertical motion  

If sv make the vertical downward motion, the 

processing steps to determine reference region ③ rrC  are 
as follows: 

Firstly, take MB-1 as the starting point, then perform 
vertical motion of cj  macro blocks in the opposite 

direction of sv  and get MB-2 signed ),( yjxc c− .  
Secondly, centered at MB-2, make horizontal 

extension of cj macro blocks both leftwards and 
rightwards to obtain two horizontal vertices: MB-3 signed 

),( cc jyjxc −−  and MB-4 signed ),( cc jyjxc +− .  
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Last, determine the rectangular reference region  
③ rrC designated surrounded by four macro blocks 
which are MB-3, MB-4, MB-5 and MB-6 (as shown in 
Fig.6). 

 

Figure 6.  Schematic diagram of rrC with vertical motion 

If sv  make vertical upward motion, use the same 
method to determine the rectangular reference region  
④ rrC  designated surrounded by four macro blocks 
which are MB-5, MB-6, MB-7 and MB-8. 

In the above description, the position coordinates of 
MB-3 to MB-8 are given is Table .Ⅱ  

TABLE II.   
THE POSITION COORDINATES OF VERTEX MACRO-BLOCK WITH VERTICAL 

MOTION 

macro blocks position coordinates 

MB-3 ),( cc jyjxc −−
MB-4 ),( cc jyjxc +−
MB-5 ),( cjyxc +  

MB-6 ),( cjyxc −  

MB-7 ),( cc jyjxc −+
MB-8 ),( cc jyjxc ++

In Table Ⅱ, cj is defined as formula (2): 

   ⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
+= 1

s

s
c h

v
j                        (2) 

syv  is the MV magnitude of the vertical direction sv . 

sh is the height of the current coding block. [ ]⋅  represent 
the round numbers calculation. 

• rrC with oblique motion  

 

 

Figure 7.  Schematic diagram of rrC with oblique motion 

If sv make the oblique motion, determine the reference 

regions of ⑤ rrC , ⑥ rrC , ⑦ rrC  and ⑧ rrC  in the 
same way according to the different motion directions of 

sv . rrC is given in Fig.7. 
The position coordinates of MB-1 to MB-9 are given 

in TableⅢ. 

TABLE III.   
THE POSITION COORDINATES OF VERTEX MACRO-BLOCK WITH OBLIQUE 

MOTION 

macro blocks position coordinates 

MB-1 ),( yxc  

MB-2 ),( ciyxc −  

MB-3 ),( yjxc c+  

MB-4 ),( cc iyjxc −+
MB-5 ),( cc iyxc +  

MB-6 ),( ccc yjxc −  

MB-7 ),( cccc iyjxc +−
MB-8 ),( cc iyjxc −−
MB-9 ),( cc iyjxc ++

In Table Ⅲ, ci and cj are defined as formula (1) and 
formula (2). 

• Calculate rrV  in rrC  

                         
rr

rr

C

C
rr

rr
num

v
V

∑
∈

→

=                              (3) 

Here, 
→

rrv is the MV of MB in rrC , 
rrCnum  is the 

summation times. ),( yx  denotes the position 
coordinates of current encoding MB. 

• Filtering MV Noise 
The computation formula is given as follows.  
Here, ),( yx  denotes the position coordinates of 

current encoding block. 
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⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

<

≥

=

=

rrs

rrs

rr

Vvifelse
Vvifelse

Vif

yxM
yxM

0

),,(
,2
,3

),(

2

1
      (4) 

 
If 0=rrV , consider sv  is caused by MV noise and 

should be filtered out. Set sv ==0 and mark the current 
region as 3.  

If rrs Vv ≥ , there exist obvious motion 

characteristics in the current encoding block when 
compared with nearby macro blocks and current region 
belongs to dynamic foreground region which should be 
marked as 2.  

Else, translational MV detection should be carried out 
in order to tell whether current encoding block belongs to 
background region or foreground translation region 
which has similar motion characteristics as its nearby 
macro block. 

• Checking translational MV  
Based on the theory of pixel region change detection 

[11] the formula of foreground translational region 
detection is as follows: 

     
⎩
⎨
⎧ ≥

=
else

SSADifyxM cyx

，

，

0
1),( ),(

2           (5) 

• Calculate ),( yxSAD  and cS  

),( yxSAD is the sum of absolute difference of the 
current encoding block and its corresponding encoded 
block with the same position coordinates in previous 
frame. The value of ),( yxSAD can describe the variation 
degree of encoding blocks in two adjacent video frames. 

),( yxSAD  is defined as follows: 

         ∑∑
= =

−=
M

i

N

j
yx jicjisSAD

1 1
),( ),(),(                 (6) 

Here ),( yx  stand for the position coordinates of the 
encoding block. ),( jis  represents the pixel value of the 
current encoding block. ),( jic  represents the pixel 
value of the corresponding block in previous frame. M, N 
is the partition dimension of current encoding block 
respectively. The value of ),( yxSAD  is a representation 
of the change of an encoding block in two adjacent frame. 

As there exists difference between different video 
sequence, different encoding parameters, especially 
quantization steps, would affect the code distortion and 
cause change in the value of ),( yxSAD . In order to reduce 
the detection error caused by these uncertainties 
mentioned above, the proposed algorithm performs 
translational MV interference detection with a self-

adaptive dynamic threshold cS , which is determined 

using the averaged SAD  value of the all the encoding 
blocks in the background region in the previous frame. 

Num

SAD
S cSyx

yx

c

∑
∈= ,

),(

                            (7) 

cS  stands for the background region in the previous 

frame. ∑
∈ cSyx

yxSAD
,

),(  stands for the summation of the 

),( yxSAD values for all the encoding blocks enclosed in 

cS . Num stands for the cumulative number. 

• Temporal visual characteristics region detection  
 
According to the calculation mentioned above, current 

encoding frame can be sorted into temporal visual 
characteristics regions with different significance based 
on the MV sv  of current encoding block and its MV 
relativity with adjacent blocks. 

cyx

rrs

rr

SSAD
Vv

V

else
ifelse
ifelse

if

yxM
≥

≥

=

⎪
⎪
⎩

⎪
⎪
⎨

⎧

=
),(

0

,0
,1
,2
,3

),(          (8) 

3),( =yxM  , means the current MV is MV noise.  
2),( =yxM , means the current encoding block is 

belonged to the foreground dynamic region.  
1),( =yxM , means the current encoding block is 

belonged to the foreground translational region.  
0),( =yxM , means the current encoding block is in 

the background region.  
After filtering out the MV noise of blocks in region 3, 

they actually should belong to background region, which 
is marked as 0. 

 

 
(a)  Video frame           (b) MV distribution       (c) Detection results 

Figure 8.  Schematic diagram of temporal saliency detection results 
based on MV 

According to the calculation procedure mentioned 
above, the current encoding frame can be sorted into 
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temporal visual characteristics regions with different 
significance based on the low-level encoding information 

sv  of current encoding block and its MV relativity with 

adjacent blocks in rrC . 
Fig. 8 shows some temporal visual significance region 

detection results by MV filtering and translational MV 
checking processing. We can find that the macro blocks 
signed 1 or 2 are almost in the ROI. 

B. Detection Spatial Visual Significance Region 
HVS is also sensitive to the change in spatial domain, 

in order to improve the visual perception of the analysis 
results, it’s needed to detect spatial visual significance 
region, analysis the correlation between prediction mode 
and spatial visual features. In this proposed algorithm, 
H.264/AVC standard is taken, and discuss the correlation 
between prediction mode and visual spatial attention.  

• Prediction modes in H.264/AVC 
Fig.9 shows all the encoding modes of H.264/AVC 

[12]. 

 
Figure 9.  The intra and inter encoding modes in H.264/AVC 

It can be find that H.264/AVC specifies 7 different 
block sizes for inter frames. The size of a block can be 
16×16, 16×8, 8×16 or 8×8, and each 8×8 block can be 
further broken down to sub-macro-blocks of size 8×8, 
8×4, 4×8, or 4×4. For each macro-block, in P-frame 
coding, H.264/AVC tries all possible modes in the 
following order: Skip, 16×16, 16×8, 8×16, 8×8, 8×4, 4×8, 
4×4, Intra4×4 and Intra16×16. For intra modes, Intra4×4 
needs to check 9 interpolation directions and Intra16×16 
needs to check 4 interpolation directions [13]. 

• Spatial visual characteristics region detection 
 According to the analysis above, current encoding 

frame can be sorted into spatial visual characteristics 
region with different significance according to prediction 
mode.                                     

{ }
{ }

{ }⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

×∈∈
×∈∈

∈
=

161616,0
448,1

,2
),(

IntraModeorInterMode
IntraModeorInterMode

IntraMode
yxS

IP

IP

P  

  (9) 

Pemod  and Iemod  stand for the prediction mode 
of current encoding block in P frame and I frame 
respectively.  

If { }IntraModeP ∈ , it means intra prediction mode 

is selected for Pemod , the spatial visual characteristics 
significance is the highest. Current encoding block 
belongs to sensitive region and should mark 2),( =yxS . 

If { }8InterModeP ∈  or 44×∈ IntraModeI , it 
means current block is rich in spatial details with 
relatively high spatial visual characteristics significance. 
And current block belongs to attention region and should 
mark 1),( =yxS .  

If { }16InterModeP ∈  or 1616×∈ IntraModeI , 
it means gentle spatial change exists in the current block. 
With low spatial visual characteristics significance, it 
belongs to non-significant region and should mark 

0),( =yxS . 

C.  Setting Visual Significance Region 
According to the results of temporal and spatial visual 

characteristics region detection, the video ROI detection 
according to coding information and HVS can be 
expressed as formula (7). 

)0),(()0),((
)1),(()0),((

)0),(()1),(2),((
)2),(())1),(()1),(2),(((

,0
,1
,2
,3

),(

==
==

===
====

⎪
⎪
⎩

⎪
⎪
⎨

⎧

=

yxSyxM
yxSyxM

yxSyxorMyxM
yxSoryxSyxorMyxM

yxROI

                                                                                (10) 
In this algorithm, according to the calculation number 

of ),( yxM  and ),( yxS , the priority level of ROI is 
divided into 64grades, from high to low is 3~0. 

The flow chart of setting region of interest is shown in 
Fig. 10. 

IV SIMULATION RESULTS 

In this paper, two existing algorithms are used to do 
the comparison experiment. The experimental 
environment is set as Table Ⅳ.  

TABLE IV.   

EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT 
Computer 
hardware P4 @ 1.6 GHz and 2G RAM 

Experimental 
software 
platform 

JM17.0, Visual C++ , Windows 2003 
Encoding frames Frame rate Gop 

100 30f/s IPPP 
Entropy encoding 

type QP Search 
range 

CAVLC 28, 32, 36 ±16 pixels
Reference frames 

number 
Hadamard 
transform RDO 

5 On On 

7 typical test sequences with different scenes, motion 
and flatness are selected separately.  

According to visual perception characteristics analysis 
and significance region detection mentioned above, the 
marking results for regions of interest matching visual 
selective attention mechanism are obtained which was 
shown in Table Ⅴ.  
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Figure 10.   Flow chart of the region of interest setting algorithm based on encoding information and visual perception characteristics analysis 
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TABLE V.   
SETTING RESULTS FOR REGION OF INTEREST BY USING THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

Video Sequences Coding Information 
(prediction mode and MV) Setting ROI 
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TABLE VI.   

PROPOSED ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE TESTING RESULTS 

Video 
Sequences 

Compared 
algorithms QP △Computing Time 

(%) 
△Bit-Rate 

(%) 
△PSNR- Y  

 (dB) 

Hall 

reference 
[7] 28 

 

-13.75 -1.57 +0.12 

reference 
[8] -5.49 -0.12 +0.04 

Foreman 

reference 
[7] 28 

 

-12.88 -2.97 +1.21 

reference 
[8] -10.71 -1.64 +2.01 

Car-phone 

reference 
[7] 32 

-27.88 -2.41 +1.14 

reference 
[8] -7.98 -0.69 +2.24 

News 

reference 
[7] 32 

-18.74 -1.39 +0.08 

reference 
[8] -6.21 -0.87 +0.01 

Coastguard 

reference 
[7] 32 

-36.01 -1.87 +2.49 

reference 
[8] -5.66 -1.21 +2.21 

Paris 

reference 
[7] 36 

-19.77 -1.15 +2.04 

reference 
[8] -3.78 -0.93 +1.21 

Silent 

reference 
[7] 36 

-12.45 -0.84 +0.10 

reference 
[8] -2.64 +0.06 -0.11 

 
“+” sign in the table means increase, “-” sign means decrease. 

 
It can be seen that the detection results have good 

consistency with HVS. 
Statistical data as shown in Table Ⅵ reveals that using 

the proposed algorithm in this paper, the calculation time 
for region of interest detection can be saved up to 
20.21% and 6.07% compared with reference [7] and [8], 
respectively, which enhance the timeliness of calculation. 
Strict control of output code rate is achieved with 1.74% 
and 0.77% reduction. PSNR-Y △ (dB) is improved by 
1.03 dB and 1.09dB, especially. Compared with current 
methods available, the effectiveness of the algorithm 
presented here is reflected in result segmentation, data 
rate control and calculation expense. 

V CONCLUSION 

The paper researched the relevance between video 
encoding information and human visual system, and 
proposed a region of interest detection algorithm based 
on visual perception characteristics analysis and 
encoding information. The simulation results show that 
the proposed algorithm can effectively filter out the MV 
noise, weaken the interference of translational motion 
vector and get rid of visual redundancy, realize the 
detection of visual perception characteristics analysis and 
significance region detection fast and effectively. The 
proposed algorithm can be applied to video standards, 
such as HEVC, H.264/AVC and so on.  And it can also 
be applied in other algorithms involving image/video 

analysis and management based on visual region of 
interest. 
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